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Abstract— As cybersecurity threats increasingly appear in 
news headlines, the security industry continues to build state 
of the art firewall and intrusion detection systems for 
monitoring activities in complex cyber networks. These 
systems generate millions of log files and continuous alerts. In 
order to make sense of cyber data, cyber security and system 
administrators review and analyze millions of logs using 
highly summarized views and manual cycles of click-intensive 
details-on-demand. This is laborious, induces cognitive 
overload, and is prone to errors resulting in important 
information and impacts not being seen when most needed. 
Our research focus is on developing “FocalPoint” a system 
that provides Adaptive Level of Detail (LOD) in user 
interfaces for cybersecurity operations. FocalPoint is a 
recommender system tailored for complex network 
information structures that reasons about contextual 
information associated with the network, user tasks, and 
cognitive load. This facilitates tuning cyber visualization 
displays thereby improving user performance in perception, 
comprehension and projection of current Cybersecurity 
Situational Awareness (Cyber SA). For cyber analysts, having 
the right information, in context, when most needed without 
cognitive overload could lead to effective decision making in 
cyber operations. We provide a use case scenario for 
FocalPoint with an in-progress prototype and highlight various 
challenges and potential considerations for building an 
effective adaptive system. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
Cybersecurity operations involve the collection of large 

amounts of information from a wide variety of machines 
interconnected in cyber networks. The ability to analyze this 
information, understand behaviours and present it in a manner 
that can be easily consumed by security analysts and system 
administrators is a complex problem [1]. Today's state of the 
art network analysis and monitoring tools provide interfaces 
that: 1) require laborious manual interactions; 2) provide 
limited ability to effectively navigate through complex 

networks; and 3) often fail to account for operational goals or 
business processes and their inherent uncertainty [2]. 
Efficiency and effectiveness is only achieved with highly 
trained experts in cybersecurity and network administration.  
This approach does not scale well with operational 
complexity, or support the rapid response required for the 
dynamic nature of cyber space.  

To provide Cyber SA, some researchers have focused on 
analyzing large volumes of network flow data [3] while others 
look to map threats and vulnerabilities using attack graphs and 
networks maps [4]. Visualization systems have been suggested 
to better understand the results generated from analyzing 
network log files [1] [5], however, these systems are not able 
to handle complex volumes of cyber data, perform minimal or 
no cross correlation, exhibit poor performance when trying to 
reason about context changes and lack the ability to manage 
multiple informational displays, which leads to cognitive 
overload for users [1].  

To increase the effectiveness of visual analytic tools, there 
is a need to build systems that attend to the needs and abilities 
of the user [6]. Such systems have been utilized for creating 
adaptive models that generate user tailored recommendations 
in web interfaces, human learning tools and desktop assistance 
[7]. 

 In a dynamic cyber space where uncertainty is hard to 
quantify, deciding what information is most relevant to the 
user is a central challenge. Cyber analysts are expected to 
change LOD frequently from monitoring, inspection and 
planning. Systems are needed that assist analysts to maintain 
cyber SA in large complex networks by effectively managing 
information overload. By adaptively tailoring the LOD 
presented as analysts navigate back and forth from high-level 
context to low-level detail, human performance can be 
improved by increasing the scale and complexity of networks 
that can be monitored, and enhance decision-making by 
focussing on critical information [8]. 

This paper presents our research on adaptive LOD in 
visual analytic tools for cybersecurity operations. We seek to 
improve human performance in cyber operations by mitigating 
information overload and facilitating Cyber SA. FocalPoint is 
a real-time adaptive system for determining appropriate LOD 
views tailored for hierarchical network information structures. 
FocalPoint reasons about contextual information associated 
with the network, user tasks and cognitive load to tune the 
presentation of network displays. Our hypothesis is that this 
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adaptive visualization will improve user perception, 
comprehension and projection of threats and vulnerabilities.   

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section II 
provides a summary of related work, section III describes a 
use case scenario with a prototype for FocalPoint, and finally 
conclude the paper in section IV. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
Our work integrates research from various fields: adaptive 
systems, human computer interfaces, user modeling, adaptive 
visualization and their application in cyber SA.  
 
Cyber Situation Awareness 
In cyber security operations, the need to maintain SA has been 
studied extensively. In particular, visual analytic approaches 
support analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual 
interfaces and integration with computational analytics. For 
example, detection of anomalies and inferring interesting 
patterns from network flow data [3]. Another approach is the 
use of attack graphs that formulate potential paths an attacker 
might exploit to compromise systems [4].  
 
Adaptive Systems 
Visualization is suggested as a way to detect and understand 
network vulnerabilities and threats. However, current systems 
are not able to scale to large networks, resulting in cognitive 
overload and ineffective cyber SA [4]. To overcome this, 
adaptive systems are suggested to utilize users’ knowledge, 
background and knowledge of user tasks [9]. Techniques 
include Bayesian networks to infer user focus [2], and content 
adaptation, navigation and presentation [10]. Other works 
introduce taxonomies to identify levels of adaptation and their 
triggers [11], weighted simulations to evaluate tasks and goals 
for adaptation [12], models for minimal interaction between 
human and machine [13], and reasoning on possible states for 
adaptation using ontology based context trees [14].  
 
Adaptive Visualization 
Adaptive Visualization (AV) research aims to reduce 
information overload [8].  Techniques include fuzzy logic to 
infer context from incoming data, human concepts and real 
world situations to support gradual tuning of visual displays 
[15]; detection of user anomalies [8]; and ontologies to depict 
visualization paradigms [16].  
 
User Modelling and Human Computer Interfaces 
In order to adequately facilitate the breadth of tasks involved 
with active network monitoring, decision support systems 
(DSS) need to adapt to the psychological demands of the 
current task [17] [18]. For example, learning tasks require 
uninterrupted, focused attention [17] [19], whereas pattern 
recognition tasks require divided, distributed attention [20]. 
Other research has examined inferring user attentional state 
via a combination of biometrics and user input [21], adapting 
visualizations to individual user models [35], facilitating 
preparatory processes for attentional switching [36], and 
modelling visual search through ACT-R models [37]. 

 

III. FOCALPOINT 
Appropriate responses to events in a complex cyber 

network can be facilitated by using tools that anticipate the 
analyst’s needs, assess the value of information, and reason 
about context. Innovative methods are needed to understand 

the user, context, and environment to accurately infer analytic 
intentions and needs of the user [8].   

To address these challenges, we are investigating the 
integration of human-computer interfaces, user modeling and 
context-aware adaptive visualization for application in cyber 
SA. FocalPoint reasons about contextual information 
associated with the network, user task and cognitive load to 
tune the presentation of interactive network visualization 
displays.  FocalPoint contains five major components [26]; 
Activity Monitor: This represents the initial phase of the 
system and involves acquiring information about the network 
and the user. Examples of network activity include data flow 
quantity, data flow type, login attempts, and anomalous 
events, which are significant deviations from what is expected 
given the current state of the network. User data describes user 
interaction with the system, such as window control (e.g., 
zoom and pan), node and edge interaction, and task specific 
activities (e.g., flagging anomalous behaviour). This data 
informs the subsequent components of FocalPoint. 
Context Reasoning: To infer the state of the network and the 
user, this component integrates machine learning methods for 
context reasoning [22]. 
Adaptive Decision: To guide the decisions for adaptation, this 
component utilizes decision theoretic models drawn from 
graphical and probabilistic models [23] [10] [24]. 
LOD Adaptation Modules: Using situational assessment and 
triggers from context reasoning and adaptive decision, this 
component governs how to tailor the adaptation - what level of 
detail to present and the appropriate mode of adaptation 
(recommend or automate). 
User and Task Reasoning: This component utilizes context 
models to infer the task or subtask the user is currently 
engaged in given a sequence of activity or events received 
from user activity sensors. Techniques used draws from work 
in human-computer interfaces and integrate human factors 
principles [25] [9] [7].  

Our focus on adaptive display of network details is on 
three user-system interactions: 1) User requests for 
information, where the system retrieves the requested 
information and tailors the associated level of detail, e.g. query 
for sub-graph or navigating network map; 2) The system 
receives new information from network sensors or analytic 
services, and the current display is updated, e.g. updates to 
network properties such as latency, utilization, or connectivity; 
3) The system reasons about the user, the context and makes 
recommendation on potential focus area for the user. 

Below we illustrate the approach using a use case 
scenario that incorporates the five components of FocalPoint. 
 
Use Case Scenario: Network Situation Awareness 
Huge volumes of log files are continuously generated from 
firewalls and intrusion detection systems (IDS) monitoring 
complex cyber networks. Representative analyst tasks aim to 
answer these key analytical questions: Using these firewall 
logs, can we infer if an activity is anomalous? Using the IDS 
logs, can we detect if there is a threat? Can we characterize the 
type and extent of any threat? FocalPoint aims to assist a cyber 
analyst answer these questions by reasoning about the 
underlying context and providing appropriate levels of details 
without inducing cognitive overload. 

To simulate the Activity Monitoring component in 
FocalPoint, we are utilizing data from VAST 2012 Challenge, 
which provided cyber logs for a fictitious organization, Bank 
World (BW). The data set entails millions of records from 
network and firewall logs and an intrusion detection system 
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monitoring the organization over a period of 2 days [27].   The 
data contains approximately 4000 machines of different types 
(i.e. mail server, workstations, etc.) with varying importance 
to BW.   

To facilitate Context Reasoning; we use two stages: 1) 
data pre-processing; and 2) generation of deterministic attack 
paths. 
 
Data Pre-processing: To better understand the behaviors in 
the BW network we first analyze the firewall logs and IDS 
logs to: a) infer if the traffic flow is normal or not; b) if there 
is an attack in the network, identify the source and potential 
targets; and c) identify the impact of an attack. Class 
probabilities were generated using a Naive Bayes model based 
on behavior corresponding to alerts generated by the IDS 
system. Using this data, a network topology is generated 
(nodes represent machines and links represent the activity flow 
between machines).  Fig 1 shows a subset of the network 
topology that contains 143 machines with unique attributes 
based on machine type, priority, and number of connections 
flowing to and from the machines. This topology allows one to 
quickly view the traffic flowing in and out of the BW network, 
which machines are receiving high traffic and identifying 
those that are internal or external to BW using predefined 
clusters. 
 

 
Fig 1.  Sample Network Topology using Clusters: Machines 
in BW are grouped into 3 internal clusters (the virtual internet, the 
regional bank and the headquarters). There are 3 clusters of machines 
outside the BW cluster, which are simulated to depict 2 hostile 
regions and 1 region for the bank customer base. The display adapts 
to show traffic flow between the different regions with more 
emphasis using link size and node color on traffic coming from 
hostile regions. 
 
Deterministic Attack paths: These are generated to infer the 
state of the network. A visual representation describes the 
potential paths an attacker might take to compromise 
connected machines in the network. Using the transitive 
inference rule [28], if a machine A has a direct connection to a 
machine B and a machine B has a direct connection to 
machine C, then we can logically infer that there is a direct 
link between machine A to C. Relating this to our network 
space, if an attacker has gained access to machine A then they 
will also be able to gain access to machine C through B.  
We add risk assessments to nodes to identify which exhibit 
suspicious behaviours and those that are predicted to be next 
targets from a potential attacker.  
Fig 2 depicts attack paths between connected nodes from a 
potential attacker. 
  
Context Reasoning: In order to enable the system to make 
appropriate decisions on when to tailor displays based on 

information importance, we are building context aware 
reasoning services that adapt views of key elements in 
cybersecurity, including node-link visualizations of network 
maps, and attack graphs. We are looking to integrate adaptive 
user interfaces similar to work in [8] with Bayesian reasoning 
[29] to provide real-time information about impacts of attacks, 
potential severity, and mitigation strategies, without causing 
information overload. Specifically, we are exploring 
(approximate) inference using a dynamic Bayesian network 
(BDN) that captures the user’s underlying state of knowledge 
conditioned upon interaction histories. The importance of 
informational elements can then be quantified using principled 
measures such as Value of Information (VOI) or convex 
surrogates.  
 

 
Fig 2: Simulated Attack Pattern: Deterministic attack paths 
show the various machines that can be compromised in a subnet. 
Adaptation brings focus to directly connected machines using color, 
size and salience.  
 
Adaptive Display of Network Details with Adaptive Level 
of Detail Reasoning Service: We recognize that building a 
reasoning service is crucial to adapting the level of detail in 
displays. As shown in Fig 2, the deterministic attack paths 
form a graph traversal problem with connected nodes and 
links that are hard to understand even on small networks [4]. 
Preliminary displays focus on selected subnets in the network; 
the challenge is integrating multiple heterogeneous levels of 
detail. Work is currently in progress to utilize similar models 
as suggested in [11] to effectively identify triggers for 
adaptation and reason on what level of detail to display, which 
can vary at different locations in the display. In addition, we 
are exploring principles for effective adaptive visualizaton [8]. 
 
Automation and Recommendation methods for Usable 
Adaptations with User Models and Human Computer 
Interfaces: To reason about an operator’s attention, 
behaviour, current task and cognitive state, FocalPoint will be 
instrumented with user activity monitoring [38]. User state can 
be inferred by modelling the relationship between the current 
system state user interaction with the system [23]. In contrast 
to existing work based on Hidden Markov Models [30] and 
Bayesian Networks [31], [32], we are investigating deep 
learning methods, specifically Long Short-Term Memory 
(LSTM) recurrent neural networks [33], which have achieved 
success in many domains that involve temporal data.  
  In preliminary work to perform both next-action 
prediction and task recognition in FocalPoint, we developed 
discriminative and generative task classification models using 
Tensorflow [34]. In preliminary experiments using a dataset 
collected from human users on a desktop task [25], the deep 
generative model identified tasks with 88-92% accuracy 
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(cross-validation scores), compared to scores of 76% and 88% 
for a Hidden Markov and Conditional Random Field models 
[25].  We aim to refine these models and integrate the user 
task and reasoning component in FocalPoint to adapt the 
display in support of user tasks. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The ability to understand anomalies using data from 

complex cyber networks can be greatly enhanced using 
effective visualization interfaces [3] [1]. In this paper we 
presented FocalPoint, a system that integrates research from 
various fields: adaptive systems, human computer interfaces, 
user modeling, adaptive visualization, and their application in 
Cyber SA. We argue that effective adaptation with LOD 
viewing can greatly increase human performance through the 
mitigation of information overload and therefore facilitate 
effective decision making in cybersecurity. We recognize the 
challenges for seamless integration of user, context and the 
displaying interface and are investigating effective methods 
for integration to FocalPoint. 

In future work we will perform component level tests and 
user experimentation to measure the effectiveness of 
FocalPoint using analytical cyber SA scenarios and compare 
against a baseline. 
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